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Abstract:  Molecular quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) is an emerging nanocomputing paradigm, which operates on 
electrostatic repulsion phenomena between two electrons to keep those apart at the maximum distance to a rest position for 
obtaining the highest finding probability. In the field of Quantum-dot Cellular Automata the digital logic gate approaches nearly 
about to nanometer in scale. In QCA quantum gates operate by the tunneling effect of electrons from one quantum dot to 
another dot through revealing its wave nature. The operating speed of the device gains the speed of light because the quantum 
tunneling occurs at the light speed. This paper compares two methodologies of quantum logic gate designing, those are universal 
T gate designing and conventional gate designing practice. One 22 cells 2x1 MUX is proposed which is designed by conventional 
method, that provides 20.35% optimization in area occupancy compared to the best reported designs. Furthermore, one 11 cells 
2:1 MUX layout is proposed which achieves 33.33% area reduction compared to the best ever multiplexer designed in QCA 
technology. 
Keywords:  T gate; Electron tunneling gate; Multiplexer; quantum computing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Invention of Quantum Dot Cellular Automata is a revolutionize instance of the modern nanotechnology. Usually one quantum cell 
contains two electrons those are separated by mutual columbic repulsion at a maximum distance in quantum a cell, as fig. 1. As the 
following figure exhibits, one cell has maximum four quantum dot handling capacity along with two electrons. The electrons are 
switchable from one dot to another dot by means of tunneling. 

 
Fig. 1: Quantum Cell architecture 

This paper compares T universal gates and the conventional QCA universal gates adequately to briefly imply the effectiveness of T 
gate. Power utilization for the operation of logic gates are mathematically calculated and compared. Whereas, it is observed that the T 
gate is more useful and sophisticated for the implementation of the quantum logic gates. 

II. CONVENTIONAL QCA LOGIC GATES 
Quantum Dot Cellular Automata technology involves two electrons at a time for tunneling to evaluate a logic state. Often the 
available papers from the QCA publication database, deal with the conventional logic gate implementation technique, where a bulk 
number of gates are found severally [5]–[7]. 
 QCA device logic implementation technique is highly concentrated by five cells Majority Voter (MV) implementation technique. 
Majority output waveform is mathematically stated as, Z= AB+BC+CA. 
Now A and B are the input bits and C is reserved as a control bit by which the polarization of the device is controlled dynamically. 
Once C is -1, that defines negative polarization state Pି(A, B). Then the MG (majority gate) expression becomes [4], Z=AB. 
Under this condition the gate turns to AND gate. 
On the other hand if the C=1, then it resembles positive polarization statePା(A, B). Then the output expression becomes, Z=A+B. 
In this sense the MV gate acts as an OR gate. 
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A. AND Gate Design 
The AND gate contains five cells mostly. Hence, the polarization C is set to -1 which asserts binary logic state 0, fig. 2 (a). Due to 
the influence of the input signals the output comes out as an AND.  Hence the majority gate expression becomes Z= AB. Which 
implies a AND gate [5]–[8]. 

 
Fig. 2: (a) AND gate designing using majority logic gate in conventional technique, (b) Simulation result 

The simulation result of this gate, fig. 2 (b), always maintains the standard truth table of AND gate. From the above simulation 
result it is clearly visible that the output strength is only at a high logic level, where A=B= 1. This proves this gate has been 
configured as AND gate. 

B. OR Gate Design 
In the sense of OR gate the control C is to be set to 1 always, which provides positive polarization [9], [10]. Hence, the majority gate 
expression comes out as, Z=A+B after putting the input variables accordingly. Following fig. 3 (c), shows the OR gate layout 
followed by its simulated output waveform, fig. 3 (d). 

 
Fig. 3: (c) OR gate layout, (d) Simulation result 

From the above simulation result it is clearly visible that the output waveform remains high until the A=B=0. This results if any one 
input is high then the output goes high. Simulation result, fig. 3 (d) shows that this designed gate follows the standard truth table of 
OR gate. 

C. NAND Gate Design 
NAND gate is an inverted form of the AND output as well it is known as the universal gate. In this circuitry the AND output is 
fetched through a NOT gate which complements the original output waveform [10]–[12] for generating the actual output of NAND 
gate. As an expression the output could be emphasized as, Z = ܤܣതതതത. This total transition occurs within a single clock cycle i.e. 0th 
clock, fig. 4 (e). 

 
Figure 4: (e) NAND gate layout, (f) Simulation result 
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In the simulation result the output becomes high when two inputs A and B remains high, which shows the exceptional characteristic 
of digital logic family, i.e. NAND gate. Simulation result of the NAND gate expresses the physical characteristics of the NAND 
gate whereas the inputs are A, B and Z denotes the output, fig. 4 (e). The following waveform of the NAND gate exactly resembles 
with the standard NAND gate output, fig. 4 (f) [9], [13]. Table I, provides the truth table of the NAND gate which has received from 
the simulated waveform of NAND gate, fig. 4 (f). 

TABLE I: NAND GATE TRUTH TABLE 
A B Z 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

 
This truth table satisfies the perfection of the NAND gate design, whereas the output waveform, fig. 4 (f) is just a replica of this 
truth table, as table I. 

D. NOR Gate Design 
NOR gate also provides an inverted output waveform of the OR gate, whereas the OR output is subjected to a NOT gate to have the 
inverted output of the OR waveform. To design the NOR gate total number of used quantum cells is 12. These cells are well shaped 
in such a way that it is able to provide the inverted output waveform of OR gate when the input combination is introduced to this 
circuit, as fig. 5 (g). The output expression is given as Z=ܣ +  .തതതതതതതതܤ

 
Figure 5: (g) NOR gate layout, (h) Simulation result 

The simulation result justifies that, the designed logic circuit is able to provide the NOR output depending upon the control C. In 
this case of operation the control is kept to 1 to get the OR output and thereafter the output is fetched as the input of the NOT gate 
for inverting the output, as fig. 5 (h). 
This waveform in the simulation window, fig. 5 (h) shows that the output waveform always maintains the truth table, as table II. 

TABLE II: NOR GATE TRUTH TABLE 
A B Z 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 

 

III. LOGIC GATE IMPLEMENTATION USING T-GATE METHODOLOGY 
T-gate methodology of Quantum Dot Cellular Automata deals a sophisticated designing procedure for the universal logic gates by 
means of quantum tunneling. Here the T-gate is implemented by four quantum cells keeping three cells horizontally and one cell 
vertically along with them at the midpoint of the coplanar wire, fig. 6 (i). This gate comprises the universal logic designing scheme 
with a very less number of quantum cells. In the conventional gate designing technique the total number of used cells is 12, which is 
used to implement the NAND gate, as fig. 4 (e) [1]–[6]. 
Here in this methodology by using only four cells the NAND and NOR gates are implemented. The reduction of eight cells from the 
conventional circuit provides a huge reduction of power dissipation and optimization of the speed of the circuit. Therefore, the 
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propagation delay of the signal from one cell to another one gets reduced [14]. Apart from that the area utilization of the NAND gate 
using T universal methodology is efficient, table III. The area occupancy of the cells upon the cell bed tend to very less. In that case 
the device performance increases compared to the conventional technique. 

 
A. T NAND Gate Designing 
Universal T methodology provides a better perfection and efficiency towards the implementation of several kind of combination or 
sequential circuits. It is well known that any kind of logic gates can be implemented by two universal gates only i.e. NAND and 
NOR. For this reason these two gates are crucial to implement any kind of logic gates [15]. 
This T gate works as a NAND gate at a fixed control polarization C= 0.40 and works as NOR gate at C= -0.40. Hence to implement 
the NAND gate the fixed polarization C is kept to 0.40 polarization [1], which provides a particular orientation to the electrons to be 
settled after tunneling through the tunneling barrier. This T gate operates by the concept of partial polarization effect. The polarization 
1 is always taken as an unite or primitive polarization. But 0.40 or -0.40 polarization is the partial polarization. Afterwards the output 
becomes as a NAND gate as fig. 6 (j) [10], [16]. 

 
Figure 6: (i) T NAND gate layout, (j) Simulation result 

The simulation result shows the perfect waveform of the circuit shown in fig. 6 (e). The waveform in fig. 6 (j), is compatible enough 
to prove the NAND gate characteristic. The table was extracted out from the NAND simulation result, as fig. 6 (j). Now this 
waveform also provides the same values, as given in table III. Hence this is to be concluded that the NAND gate is successfully 
designed by T gate methodology [17]–[19]. 

B. T NOR Gate Designing 
For designing of the NOR gate the control polarization C is kept to -0.40, whereas it gives an opposite reflection of the polarization 
which is used to design the NAND gate [1], fig. 7 (k). Afterwards it is seen that the output waveform is obeying the standard output 
waveform of NOR gate. Hence this gate reveals the characteristics of NOR gate, as fig. 7 (l). 

 
Figure 7: (k) TNOR gate layout, (l) Simulation result 

Output waveform ensures about the successful implementation of NOR gate by T universal gate methodology, as fig. 7 (l). 
Table Iii: Comparisons Of Area Utilization Factor 

Sr. 
NO. 

Designs Effective 
areas (nm2) 

AUF 

1 AND/ OR 3600 2.22 
2 NAND/ NOR 8400 2.16 
3 TNAND/ TNOR 2400 1.85 
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This table shows the effective areas of corresponding designs accordingly with their area utilization factors (AUFs). AUF is a factor 
which shows the designing efficiency in terms of area utilization. The AUF is mathematically defined as, 

AUF= ୣୡ୲୧୴ୣ ୟ୰ୣୟ
୲୭୲ୟ୪ ୟ୰ୣୟ ୭ୡୡ୳୮୧ୣୢ ୠ୷ ୟ୪୪ ୡୣ୪୪ୱ

 

As much this factor becomes lesser, the designing quality become very higher. From table III, it is seen that the T-gate has the 
maximum efficiency rather than conventional universal gates in terms of AUF. This area calculation methodology is literally same 
with the calculation which is shown in section V for 2x1 MUX AUF calculation. 

IV. XOR GATE DESIGN IN CONVENTIONAL METHOD 
XOR stands for exclusive OR logic which layout shown in fig. 8 (m). This gate contains two AND and one OR gate associatively. 
In terms of XOR gate the main fundamental thing is this gate works as a buffer when anyone of the input is kept to zero (binary 
lower logic level) & when anyone of the inputs are in active high condition then this gate works as an inverter. This XOR gate is 
designed with 32 cells under four basic clocks. The given inputs of this gate are A & B, and Y is labeled as the output of this gate. 

 
Fig. 9: (m) XOR layout, (n) Output 

TABLE IV: XOR GATE TRUTH TABLE 
A B Z 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

In the truth table, table IV the first two outputs show the buffer characteristic and the second two show the inverter characteristic. 

A. Layered T XOR Gate Design 

 
Fig. 10: Layered XOR gate 

V. PROPOSED MULTIPLEXER DESIGN 
Multiplexer is a combinational circuit which has several input lines but a single output line. This circuit is used to fetch the inputs in 
a proper manner according to the combination of select lines to the output line [1]–[7]. Having the multiple input handling capability 
this circuit is called multiplexer. If the total number of input lines are given by 2n then the number of select lines are always to be n 
[16]. 

A. Multiplexer Implementation in Conventional Technique 
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Here in this section one two input multiplexer layout is proposed which utilizes 22 cells to constitute the proper output waveform of 
2x1 MUX. In this circuit the number of inputs are 21. So, as per the standard formula one select line is to be installed for this circuit 
i.e. S. A & B these two are the input data lines and correspondingly the Y denotes the output data line. The layout is designed in 
QCADesigner and simulated properly to express the output waveform of the multiplexer [16]–[19]. 

 
Figure 11: (m) 2x1 MUX layout, (n) Simulation result 

Fig. 11 (m) shows the MUX layout in terms of 22 cells which is operated by four clocks. This gate contains two AND gate and one 
OR gate which simulates three inputs A, S & B intently to provide the output waveform as a 2x1 MUX, fig. 8 (n). 

B. Effective Area Calculation 
This layout has two dimensions one is length and another one is breadth. In the sense of QCA designing the standard spacing 
between two quantum cells is taken as 2nm. The spacing of the cells from the terminal point of the cell bed is 1nm. The cells are 
identical in area which is having 18nm length and 18nm breadth because of being a perfect square. Hence the area becomes 18×18 
nm2 [1], [5], [12]-[21]. 
The calculated length of the proposed MUX is given by, 
L=(1+18+2+18+2+18+2+18+2+18+2+18+2+18+2+18+1)= 160 nm. 
The breadth of the layout is given by, 
W= (7×18+7×2) = 140 nm2. 
Hence the area of the circuit is entirely given by, 
Area= L×W= 160 × 140 = 22400 nm2. 
According to table V this design is most efficient design among all the previously proposed designs indexed in the table. 

C. Optimized Area-Delay Efficient Multiplexer Design 
This multiplexer is developed only upon 11 cells which has the minimum latency and minimum area occupancy. This circuit is 
highly stable with lower radius effect. 

 
Fig. 12: 11 cells optimized multiplexer design 
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List of inputs are: A, B, S. Among these inputs A is the most significant bit & S is the least significant bit, as fig. 12. The out of the 
multiplexer is mathematically expressed as Y= ܵܣതതതത +  Therefore, the with the help of inputs signal bit combination the output bit .ܵܤ
sequence is given as {00011011}. 

D. Driving (Fixed) Polarization Analysis for Proposed 11 Cells MUX 

TABLE V: Fixed polarization analysis for proposed 11 cells MUX 
Sr. No Fixed Polarizations Max Min 

1 0.2 9.49 -9.49 
2 0.3 9.49 -9.49 
3 0.4 9.49 -9.49 
4 0.5 9.48 -9.48 
5 0.6 9.48 -9.48 
6 0.7 9.48 -9.48 
7 0.8 9.48 -9.48 
8 0.9 9.48 -9.48 
9 1 9.48 -9.48 

 
From the references, [3], [19] it is possible to configure a QCA circuit with partial polarizations. This partial polarization test is 
performed on the proposed 11 cells MUX. This rigorous investigation reveals that the output strengths are very stable if the circuit 
operates under partial polarization. 

TABLE VI: COMPARISON WITH EARLIER DESIGNS 

Sr.No Designs O-
Cost 

Area() Latency Layer 
used 

1 In [3] 16 21769 0.75 No 

2 In [19] 14 12,000 0.50 No 

3 Proposed 11 8000 0.25 No 
 

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
This paper contributes a brief comparison result between the T gate and conventional logic gate designing based upon QCA 
methodology. For the designing of all the mentioned circuits the most useful software QCADesigner is used. All the logic gates are 
successfully verified by the proper simulation results and with their respective standard truth tables of the basic gates as explained in 
section II & III. It is shown that the T gate is much efficient and truly effective compared to the conventional logic gate designing 
techniques in terms of AUF, effective area and the cell usages (O-Cost). One XOR gate is designed by the conventional technique 
which is expressed with its proper simulated output waveform. Comparative the layered T XOR gate is also presented which has 3 
less cells compared to the layered XOR gate. The proposed 2x1 MUX design occupies 22400 nm2 area which is very lesser 
compared to previously published works on multiplexer designs, table VII. 

Table VII: Comparison Table Of Effective Areas And O-Cost 
Sr. 
No. 

Proposed Designs O-
Cost 

Effective areas 
(nm2) 

1 M. Askari et al. [17] 34 40764  
2 A.Roohi et al. [18] 27 28124 

3 Proposed MUX 22 22400 
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The proposed 11 cells 2:1 MUX is the revolutionized design for multiplexer layout which provides the best allover efficiency has 
ever found in QCA research, that has 33.33% reduction in area compared to latest design mentioned in table V and has 71.55% area 
reduction compared to the best conventional design in table VI. 
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